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ABSTRACT
An investigation of the characteristic structuring of

rural communities in Appalachia and the institutional channels for
change which exist within such communities comprise this revised
version of a paper read at the Extension Leaders Conference,
Morgantown, West Virginia, 1968. Specifically, this essay discusses
how education, the mass media, religious institutions, the local
governmental structure, the economic contact between urban America
and rural agricultural communities, and the contact structure between
outer and inner educational systems in Appalachia attempt to
integrate rural and urban subcultures. Emphasis is placed on the
communication and linkage between these analytically distinct systems
and how the nature of -that contact situation affects an articulation
of the regional community and national sociocultural systems so that
they function as a single system. Two main inferences emerge in the
conclusion: (1) that a heavy investment of societal resources in the
educational institutions at the elementary and secondary level would
be a most effective strategy for securing the well-being of the
Appalachian people, and (2) that agencies, such as the Extension
Service or Programs of Adult Education, and organizations, such as
the Community College System and Teacher Training Schools, should
become more cognizant of the supportive role they play in
strengthening the linkages between rural Appalachian communities and
modern, rural America. (BBC)
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Contemporary Appalachia is predominantly
a rural society in transition." We may consider it
transitional in the sense that social change
forces which have induced and are inducing
qualitative changes in the very fabric of that soc-
iety (i.e., structural changes) have not as yet af-
fected a relatively stable "new structure,"
though a new structure can be foreseen as an
inevitable consequence of those change forces.'
To be sure, the economy of the region continues
to be dominated by the extractive or primary in-
dustries agriculture, mining, forestry.' A size-
able proportion of the labor force is still engaged
in subsistence farming, marginal coal mining,
and various unskilled occupational pursuits. An
appallingly large segment of the population con-
tinues to live in abject poverty in mountain
neighborhoods and rural slums whose conditions
defy the comprehension of sympathetic and rea-
sonable observers from more affluent states and
from foreign lands." Nevertheless, there are un-
mistakable signs supported by impressive evid-
ence that the region is gradually becoming in-
dustrialized,' that the once traditional rural
society and folk culture is steadily becoming ur-
banized, and that Appalachia is certainly on the
way toward modernization at a rate which by
any measure must be called "a great leap for-
ward" into the mainstream of American Soc-
iety and into the flurry of the Twentieth Century.

This blending and integration of rural and
urban subcultures, not only in the Appalachian
case but also in many other parts of the contem-
porary world, is a notable social phenomenon of

CO our time and has received, and deserves, much
attention. For, as we can readily appreciate from
personal experiences and from an understanding
of the sources of conflict and tension on the in-
ternational scene, the processes of societal reor-
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ganization affect the very foundations of social
order and, consequently, the well-being, life or-
ganization and personal stability of individuals
and families who are caught-up in that swirl of
change.

We have chosen to direct attention toward
one aspect of the larger problem. Our aim, in
this brief essay, is to explore at a somewhat ab-
stract level the characteristic structuring of
rural communities in Appalachia and the institu-
tional channels for change which exist within
such communities. Specifically, we are concern-
ed with those institutional complexes which,
through communication, linkage, and cultural
diffusion, connect (or span the gap between)
relatively isolated rural communities of Ap-
palachia with mainstream America. In other
words, we wish to examine the "normal" instru-
mentalities for change which are woven into the
social fabric of community life and which, over
time, tend to bring mountain life and culture in-
to congruence with the norms and behavior
patterns of urban America."

Education is one such instutional complex.
In a very broad sense, education refers to the to-
tal:socialization process by which a society trains
its young and retrains its old. In a narrower
sense, education refers to the formalized extra-
familial soceial mechanisms within a society for
the transmission of culture and for the introduc-
tion of new(and presumably more modern) pat-
terns of behavior and thought to the young, pri-
marily, but also to the adult generation.' The
principal extrafamilial social mechanism in
American society, which indeed has a virtual
monopoly over this function, is the community
school. However, we must recognize that there
are other social mechanisms, such as, for exam-
ple, the Extension Service and the mass media,



which perform complementary functions, bol-
stering the effectiveness of the community
school in reaching young people, and supplemen-
tary functions, confronting the adult population
with new ideas and, in effect, instigating change.
Furthermore, the educational system of a soc-
iety, whether through the schools or through
other mechanisms such as the Extension Ser-
vice and mass media, not only transmits culture
from one generation to another, over time, but
also is a unifying and homogenizing cultural
force that is influential in spatially welding to-
gether previously distinct ways of life.'" In short,
education has played and is playing a consider-
able part in bringing about the great sociocul-
tural changes occurring in relatively isolated
rural areas of the United States such as
Appalachia.

At this point, it may be noted, we have been
anticipating our conclusions. Let us reserve fur-
ther speculation about these and about their
implications for programs of change in Appal-
achia until we have had an opportunity to ex-
plore the social structure of the contact situation
between the relatively isolated rural communi-
ties of Appalachia and urban America.

Our attention, then, is centered on the com-
munication and linkage between these analyti-
cally distinct systems and how the nature of
that contact situation affects an articulation
(coming together) of the regional community
and national sociocultural systems so that they
function as a single system." The point we in-
tend to develop is that the modernizing forces
of urban America tend to gain entree into the
mountain culture through the educational sys-
tem, and because of the structure of the contact
situation itself the other basic institutional sys-
tems within the communities of this predomin-
antly rural region tend to be more or less insular
and insulated from direct integrative communi-
cation and linkage with mainstream America."

Rural Appalachia, in many respects, is a
familistic society in which "all the social. rela-
tionships and institutions are permeated by and
stamped with the characteristics of the family." '
This orientation, supported by other orientations
in the mountain ethos such as traditionalism
and puritanism, is perpetuated in many ways by
the institutions of this society. The most impor-
tant way is the family's almost monopolistic role
in the early socialization of children!'

Structurally, from the viewpoint of the com-
munity, the family institution is decentralized or
multicentered. Each kinship unit tends to be a
more or less closed social system with member-
ship ascriptively assigned. Individuals rely
heavily upon the family group for satisfying es-
sential as well as most secondary, (i.e., derived)
needs and, relatively speaking, the mountaineer

especially those in the subsistence farming
areas experiences very little active engage-
ment with the larger society other than through
the kin network. To be sure, as an integral part
of a close-knit family group, the individual has a
place in the scheme of things a haven of
safety. Yet, viewed from another perspective it
might be said that he is caught up in a web of
familism. To the extent that his family group is
isolated from the mainstream of American Soc-
iety and from the changing thoughtways of the
modern world, the individual, too, is cut-off
from the outside and restricted in his world view.
And that is often the case. Inter-family linkage,
for example, through linkage of family members
with other sub-systems in the community is gen-
erally limited and weak. Formal organizations
occupy a very small part of the social life in
mountain communities" and any change-pro-
moting program such as that offered by the Ex-
tension Service has a difficult, almost impossi-
ble, task of implementing that program if it re-
lies only on communication through formal or-
ganizations. Neighboring, too, is largely a family
affair and the informal relationships, the mutual
aid and resulting network of reciprocal obliga-
tions, and the leadership structure which evolve
within the mountain locality are subject to the
careful scrutiny, biased appraisal, and constant
vigilance of the family group.

Mass media would seem to provide a trem-
endously persuasive direct entree by the national
culture into the insular family systems of these
mountain communities. Yet by its very nature
this contact is specialized, impersonal, concern-
ed more with things than with ideas, more with
ends than means, and only indirectly with the
normative structure of the insular family sys-
tem. Mass media effect a partial or weak linkage,
attaining communicative meaning only after be-
ing strained through the sieve of the valued in-
terests of the familistic society. On this point,
for example, H. H. Remmers concludes from his



study of the early socialization of attitudes that
"The individual's need to retain his attitudes in-
tact and thus to minimize conflicts and disagree-
ments with persons in his social environment en-
tail to a marked degree selective perception and
a kind of self-insulation against conflicting and
therefore disturbing attitudes. It is a well-known
fact that people tend strongly to read those
newspapers and to listen to those news commen-
tators who most support their own attitudes."

Furthermore, rural low-income families in
Appalachia do not have as much contact with
mass communication media as one might per-
haps suppose. For example, a recent study of
famlies participating in a program of Aid to Fam-
eilies with Dependent Children and Unemployed
Parents in seven eastern Kentucky counties
found that: "Over four-fifths of the families had
no member who reads a newspaper regularly,
half of the families seldom or never saw tele-
vision, and a third had no radio. Most of the
few newspapers read were 1 o cal county
weeklies the radio stations they reported
listening to were almost exclusively local eastern
Kentucky ones. While one might expect each
family to be reached by at least one of the media,
this was not the case, for a fifth had no newspa-
per, radio, T.V., nor anyone in the family who
regularly viewed T.V."

It may be that the most significant direct
linkage between urban America and the insular
family systems of Appalachia comes through
the tremendous numbers of migrants who main-
tain ties with their families "back home." Only
insofar as these migrants, however, assimilate
and substitute urban norms and behavioral
characteristics for those of the "mountain" way
of life, and only insofar as this personality
change becomes communicatively effective with
the family "back home" can this linkage be in-
fluential in bringing about a sociocultural inte-
gration of the rural and urban family systems.
We know, however, from a number of studies on
migration," that Appalachian migrants them-
selves tend to be isolated within migrant neigh-
borhoods in and around the major metropolitan
areas and therefore, for this and other reasons,
the assimilation of urban norms is a slow process.
Also, their effectiveness as advocates of change
is limited by their specified status and role posi-
tions within the family group; because they are

generally young, their power to suggest innova-
tions is somewhat restricted within a mountain
culture that continues to emphasize a high re-
gard for age.

Religious institutions in Appalachia, be-
cause of their nature and structure, tend to be
insulated from those of urban America. This is
not to say, of course, that there is no linkage.
However, the line of communication between the
churches in rural Appalachian communities and
the "outside" is notably indirect, not strong, and
not continuous.

Rural Appalachian people are overwhelm-
ingly Protestant. The dominant mountain reli-
gious traditions emphasize congregational aut-
onomy, which weakens ties with the outside and
reinforces the localistic orientation common to
much of the region's institutional structure. Fur-
thermore, the general religious orientation
strongly emphasizes direct personal relation:
ships between the individual and his God to such
an extent that great social pressure is put upon
each individual to establish such a relationship.
Indeed, most Southern Highlanders believe that
an individual has the inherent right, freedom
and privilege to choose for himself in matters of
religion and that, rather than family tradition,
an individual's preferences, beliefs and interpre-
tation of the Bible should be basis for his convic-
tions and choice." This stress, coupled with the
low, socioeconomic and educational levels always
characteristic of the region, has tended to make
mduntain religion more emotional, more funda-
mentalistic, more personal, and more familistic
than urban America's religion. It is no surprise,
then, to find scores of "splinter" groups or sects,
few highly formalized church organizations, and
consequently very low numbers of church mem-
bers reported in religious censuses. Most moun-
tain churches are small and informally structur-
ed, having relatively few services.2' The ministers
of these churches are usually local men, fre-
quently "Sunday preachers" who earn most of
their livelipood in other occupations, often serv-
ing more than one church group. Seldom are
they well educated. The family, in this rural soc-
iety, fulfills more of the religious function than
is true in the urban American society. Thus, by
its very nature and structure, religion tends not
to be an effective, close institutional link be-
tween the relatively isolated rural communities
of Appalachia and urban America.



It is useful, we believe, to think of the poli-
tical institution of mountain communities as two
systems. On the one hand, there is the hierarchi-
cal governing structure of the community, and
on the other hand there is the system of state
and federal agencies operating within the com-
munity.

Local governmental structure is patterned
according to state and national prescription,
licensed by and administratively tied to the legal
system of American Society, but with its opera-
tive roots, so to speak, in community mores and
tradition. Selection of individuals to staff posi-
tions in this structure is largely a local matter,
very often a process of distributing tribute to
those who reflect valued personality traits asso-
ciated with "political jobs" or who represent seg-
mental groups in control of the local balance of
power. In the process of filling these positions, as
in the process of law enforcement within moun-
tain communities, kinship relationships are not
ignored!'

The system of governmental agencies main-
tained and sponsored by the Federal Govern-
ment within the rural community is, of course, a
direct linkage between the inner and outer sys-
tems through such programs as acreage control,
the Extension Service, Soil Conservation Service,
various regulatory agencies, social security, tax-
ation, and, of course, the various agencies asso-
ciated with the Federally-financed poverty pro-
grams. Most of these agencies, however, have
economic or limited and specific educative func-
tions to perform rather than political. Indivi-
duals who staff positions in these agencies are
generally disassociated from the community, of-
ten by class lines or as "outsiders," and they are
often specifically prohibited from dealing with
community "politics." These governmental agen-
cies are extralocal in origin, operating upon, not
within, the local situation, and therefore their
contact with the community is, in the main, only
tangential to the prevailing normative patterns.
To be sure, there have been a number of instan-
ces in recent years of "outsiders" attempting to
disrupt the local balance of power; but by and
large these efforts have met with stubborn and,
generally speaking, successful resistance by lo-
cal residents and community political leaders.

Communication, then, between urban Amer-
ica and rural mountain communities through
the political institution is probably not as influ-

ential in bringing about sociocultural integra-
tion as one might suppose or as some might wish.
During state and national election years, how-
ever, when the power of rural mountain votes
attracts considerable attention, American politi-
cal leaders manifest a desire for closer and more
influential linkage. If one looks at the voting re-
cord of Appalachian counties, for example,
whether mining or agricultural counties (but es-
pecially the agricultural counties) one is startled
by the consistency of party loyalty regardless of
national political personalities, national issues,
and variations in party position affecting the
economic interests of mountain communitiee.
Occasionally, as in the recent election, certain
emotional issues may sway party loyalties, but
over the long haul, because of relative isolation
and strong familistic norms, voting behavior is
far more predictable in mountain counties than
in urban America.

Economic contact between urban America
and the rural agricultural communities of Ap-
palachia is mainly through the social mechan-
ism of the market place and its supportive agen-
cies. The traditional system of structurally iso-
lated farm firms, with its industrial fragmenta-
tion in terms of decision making and spatial con-
centration, is a natural barrier, or gap, to effec-
tive intracommunication within the industry.
Lines of communicaton from the urban sector to
farm production units do not have a central
community target, are therefore easily, rejected,
are more easily ignored, and are often in the
form of mass media that are lost in the interest
world of a familistically oriented agricultural
community.

A major economic contact, then, between
the inner and outer systems is at the point of ex-
change of goods and commodities, that is, the
distribution sphere of economic activity. The
market place, geared to the contractual patterns
of a money economy, functions as a direct link-
age of American Society with the rural commun-
ity. However, this linkage is influential in caus-
ing an integration of these sociocultural systems
only when it involves the expenditure of much
time by individuals in the contact situation, a
large turnover of goods and commodities, and,
more important, the necessity of making choices
and planning specific marketing strategy. (This
is, of course, one reason why the process of the
diffusion of agricultural information has receiv-
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ed so much research attention by rural sociolog-
ists in recent years.) In the low-income farming
counties of Appalachia with their subsistencelike
orientation to economic activity, the market
place linkage, in effect, is not influential in weld-
ing together the inner with the outer world. Ap-
palachian folk in their day-to-day decisions con-
cerning the production and distribution of com-
modities tend to operate in conformance with
traditional normative patterns. It may well be
that, in large measure, this orientation is a rea-
son for the so-called problem of "agricultural ad-
justment" of this and similar low-income rural
areas. Professor Galbraith's discussion of "afflu-
ent" and "insular" societies is to the point here.

In recent years, an increasingly important
economic linkage between the agricultural sec-
tor of this region and urban America has been
in the form of "transfer payments," that is, pay-
ments made to individuals by governmental
agencies such as social security, pensions, un-
employment insurance, workman's compensa-
tion, and the like. Transfer payments amount to
a sizeable proportion of the personal income com-
ing into these Appalachian communities. What
is significant about this form of economic link-
age is that its influence does not penetrate deep-
ly into the sociocultural core of rural community
life. Transfer payments and similar programs
provide people with the means necessary for
pursuing traditional goals, but their influence on
the normative structure of the local rural com-
munity is, for the most part, negligible.

In many Appalachian communities, of
course, coal mining is dominant and farming
secondary. The structure of the contact situation
between the inner and outer economic systems is
quite different in these mining communities.
Mining is a more centrally organized industry,
with larger production units and more intercom-
munication between these production units. In
terms of the labor market, the stream of migra-
tion has been, until recently, into these com-
munities rather than out, as in the farming com-
munities. Cultural diversity has been absorbed
by the mining communities rather than drained
away, and this has fostered internal change in
their social structure, making them less fam-
ilistic and more like that of urban America. As
an occupational activity, mining is separated
from the kinship structure in the specific sense
of how the enterprise is organized; the miner, for

example, is not self-employed and his wife does
not perform specific work roles in the enterprise.
Futhermore, there have been the unions, a direct
organized, intensive, and highly influential link-
age with the outside. In comparison with the
agricultural communities, the mining communi-
ties are, in many respects, more closely linked
with the national culture."' Nevertheless, at the
present time, as coal mining communities are
faced with economic crises and as they have be-
come places to leave rather than, as was true in
the early days, pockets of economic opportunity,
many of the built-in linkages have been, severed
and many of the ties with urban America broken.
A tragedy of our contemporary era is that the
forces of modernization, which were never really
adequately tapped, were pushed further back
by economic circumstances confronting coal
communities today.

The structure of the contact situation be-
tween the outer and inner educational systems
is next in line for our attention. As an
institution the school is structurally central
in the sociocultural fabric of rural community
life acting within, as well as upon the local
milieu. In recent years the consolidated school,
probably more than any other organization, has
become the focus of these relatively isolated
rural communities. Interschool rivalry in ath-
letics, for example, has taken on great symbolic
value and provided a means for reinforcing com-
munity identification. Along with this general
interest in the public education system, an ever-
increasing amount of community economic re-
sources is being allocated to the local school.
Education, as a "thing to get," is sanctioned by
the mores and folkwayS of rural society, and like
their urban counterparts, rural people in Ap-
palachia support the "forced-formula education-
al system." For example, in a recent survey of
southern Appalachian people it was found that
only 0.9 percent of the rural informants desired
less than a high-school education for their sons,
only 1.3 percent desired less than a high-school
education for their daughters, 95.6 percent favor-
ed their sons going to college if they had the op-
portunity, and 91.8 percent, compared to a little
over 93 percent of their urban counterparts, said
they favored children being legally required to
go to school until they are 16 years old even if
they wanted to work.5' Interest in education, as
numerous studies have shown, is self-perpetuat-



ing;" that is, a strong belief in the value of educa-
tion begets an even stronger belief in the value
of education. In this sense, the school system is
granted and ensured the power to change the
social structure of the local community by its
virtual monopoly over the formal, extra-familial
socialization of the community's youth. Further-
more, American society (inclusive of Appalachia)
has tended to turn over more and more socializa-
tion functions to the school. It seems likely that
this is closely related to the societal need for
moce uniformity, or homogeneity in its citizens.
Indeed, the demand for conformity in school pro-
grams may be partly interpreted as due to the
necessity for citizens to be, so to speak, inter-
changeable parts of a gigantic social machine as
they move about freely within the nation. Since
it is not only an integral part of the local social
system, supported by community sentiment, but
also tied into, indeed a part of, the educational
system of the larger society, the school is a natur-
al and strategic center for the diffusion of urban
or urbanizing norms.

When a young person enters the school sys-
tem, his basic orientations and behavior, learned
in the primary group atmosphere of family, kin
and neighborhood are exposed to the influence of
a different environment. For though Appala-
chian communities tend to be familistically or-
ganized, the local school system tends, in some
degree, to reflect the contractual-type norms of
urban America. Grade school retains many of
the more personal, communal characteristics of
the primary group, functioning as a sort of
transition "buffer." High school is the big step.
The young person becomes submerged in a
microcosm of the adult occupational world. Un-
der the expedient pressure of large classes and
varied curriculums, teachers must treat their
pupils more formally. Marks become the criteria
of success, at least in the formal structure of the
school, and competition becomes an expected
fact of life. In a framework of universalistic
achievement standards, social skills are learned
and practiced through school organizations,
classroom procedures, and everyday contact with
peers, teachers and administrators. The school,
by teaching the normative patterns of urban
America, inculcates the youngster with the cul-
ture of the larger society and through the pro-
cesses of assimilation and substitution, furnish-
es him with a cultural link with the larger soci-

ety, allowing him to become an agent of change
in the rural community or to make an easier ad-
justment to urban life if he migrates.

Rural community institutions, however, are
staffed largely by middle-class-oriented person-
nel who operate the bureaucratic structures of
society. In the case of the school system, this is
true, to some degree, even in the extremely isola-
ted rural areas of Appalachia. Teachers are train-
ed in colleges that emphasize urban-contractual
norms, at least more so than in their familistic
community setting, and the "high priests" of
education have left their mark on the evalu-
ative thought processes of their trainees. These
modes of thinking and the resultant framework
of expectations influence the content and the
more or less standardized curriculums of the
local school system. State regulations, which
compel all school-age persons to attend school,
also determine the requirements, in general, for
hiring teachers on the local level. Furthermore,
these teachers rely on textbooks usually written
by middle-class-oriented "outsiders" reflecting
values, beliefs, and sentiments that are more
characteristic of urban society than of the rural
familistic community. It should be noted, how-
ever, that a large proportion of teachers in Ap-
palachian schools, because of comparatively low
salary levels and generally unattractive school
and community amenities, are natives of the
region whose early socialization stems from the
familistic sociocultural environment. This makes
them "insiders" strategically placed in the local
situation, where, though acceptable, they func-
tion as advocates of change.'

The educational institution then, as we have
tried to show, because of its structurally
strategic position, functions as a major cultural
bridge between the relatively isolated mountain
communities of Appalachia and the larger
American Society of which these communities
are a part and to which these communities be-
long. The other major institutional systems are
more insulated and have less direct, less strong,
and less continuous lines of communication into
the mountain region from the rest of American
society. One concludes that the educational in-
stitution is much more important than the non-
educational institutions in bringing about a
sociocultural integration of rural Appalachian
communities and urban America. Indeed, one
might say that educaton is an effective and en-
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cient force stimulating the processes of moderni-
zation in relatively isolated mountain communi-
ties?' For the major institutions are interde-
pendent and interrelated; that is, they are parts
of a sociocultural system composing the local
community, and changes introduced through
one institution will, in time, bring about signifi-
cant changes in the others.

For example, in recent years the isolation of
Appalachian communities has been breaking
down and along with it the family's monopoly ov-
er socialization of the young. The notable de-
velopment of the public school system in the past
thirty years has been perhaps the most impor-
tant single factor contributing to this break-
down, although in other places, in other times,
the increasing linkage with urban America com-
ing as a result of the development of lumbering,
mining, roads, migration, and so on, may have
been equally, or even more, important. In the
case of Appalachia, however, the evidence avail-
able strongly indicates that education, mainly
through the local school system but also through
specialized agencies such as the Extension Ser-
vice which are charged with the function of pro-
moting the continued education of the adult
population, has been, in recent history, and is,
in the contemporary situation, a major integra-
tive link with modern, rapdly changing, Ameri-
can Society.

In conclusion, let us suggest two main, and
perhaps obvious, inferences from our analysis of
community structures and institutional chan-
nels for change in the Appalachian Region. It
seems clear, given the sociocultural circumstan-
ces that characterize Appalachian communities,
that the development of a strong, modern school
system in the relatively isolated rural areas of
this region will, in the long run, pay rich divi-
dends in terms of binding these communities and
their people whether they remain in Appal-
achia or whether they choose to migrate to re-
gions offering greater economic opportunity

into the mainstream of American Society.'" The
educational system, which is directly linked with
urban America and strategically located within
the fabric of community life, can perform this
task quite efficiently; the system of religious
organizations, for example, and the other insti-
tutional sectors of Appalachian communities, for
reasons we have mentioned, can not.

It is our hypothesis that the school system
brings about great changes in general orienta-
tions of young people, and that these changes set
the stage for changes in specific orientations,
both educational and noneducational. Further-
more, with time and under certain conditions,
these changes in orientation will effect changes
in the institutional structure of the region and in
the very fabric of neigborhood and community
life. We believe, therefore, that a heavy invest-
ment of societal resources in the educational
institutions of Appalachia, particularly at the
elementary and secondary school levels, would
prove to be, in the long run, one of the more ef-
fective (and efficient) strategies within our
means for securing the well-being of the Ap-
palachian people.

It also seems clear that agencies, such as
the Extension Service or Programs of Adult Edu-
cation, which are charged with promoting the
continued education of the adult population, and
organizations, such as the Community College
System and Teacher Training Schools, which
inevitably produce the community leaders of the
future, should be cognizant of the supportive part
they play in strengthening the linkages between
rural Appalachian communities and modern,
urban America. For, at this time and in this
region, the key that will eventually unlock the
door of provincialism and apathy which has so
long barred the forces of modernization and
change from entree into the mountain communi-
ties, is, as we see it, a strong system of education
at the local level.
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FOOTNOTES

I. This is a revised version of a paper read at the Extension

Leaders Conference, Morgantown, West Virginia. Novem-
ber, 1968. It is based upon an earlier paper: Harry K.
Schwarzwdler and James S. Brown, "Education as a Cul-
tural Bridge between Eastern Kentucky and the Great
Society," Rural Sociology, 27 (December, 1962). pp. 357-
373- Although we have attempted to take into account
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